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CONTROL OF NONSTATIONARY PROCESSES AT

FORMATION OF COMPLEX HARDENING
SYSTEMS

Abstract
One of chief factors defining the quality of hardening systems is taking into

account the physico-mechanical effects holding in their flow process. In this pa-
per the nonstationary processes in grouting mortar, dynamics of formation of
cement stone and estimate of its strength characteristics are investigated. The
results of experimental nonstationary investigations of flow of cement solution
with different inclusions in tube are represented. The obtained results argue
the dependence of strength properties of formative cement stone on presence of
phase inclusions. A new method of strengthening of cement stone and regu-
lation of its mechanical characteristics under special thermobaric conditions is
suggested.

The process of well cementing is one of the most important stages of oil well
completion. Mapped out tendency of increase of drilling depths, especially, in view
of increase of drill footage in deposits of Caspian shelf, necessitates more attention
to cementing technique, properties and characteristics of used strengthening fluid.

Success of the all following stages of well construction, reliability of isolation
of oil, gas and aquiferous strata, its exploitation potential depends on quality of
strengthening operation.

Taking into account the physico-chemical effects holding in flow process of grout-
ing mortars and formation of cement stone is one of chief factors defining the quality
of cementing. The necessity of this is explained by that important part, which the
different phase inclusions play in formation of structure and physico-mechanical
properties of cement stone.

It is known that in course of formation of cement stone, at boundary –surface
solid and fluid phases space-mechanical changes occur. This is accompanied by
nonequilibrium, nonstationary processes of transfer [1]. Gradients of pressures in-
ward system or its contact surface arise in the system. As a result of equalization
of microstates in volume of system, as a consequence, equalization of gradients of
pressure, the disperse phase is overconsolidated. If the continuous phase is weakly
or badly filtered or there exist foreign particulates in composition, then this can lead
to microstate degradation in volume of system.

Generally, in flow of grouting mortars in well is accompanied by a whole series
of transient nonstationary processes concerned with technological reasons and com-
plications in well bore. Such systems are usually characterized by the relation [2]:
τn = σntgθ +k by a corresponding model of connected-granular material, where τn

and σn are tangential and normal stresses, θ and k parameters.
So, in [3] it is shown that at flow of solutions similar to backfilling systems,

anomalous effects hold in tubes. In particular, depending on shear rate chaotically
disposed in fluid particles of disperse phase are steadily concentrated primarily at
the tube wall. This has an effect on increase of effective viscosity of a system in this
area. Then after definite hump shear rate they migrate to the core of flow.
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The velocity of flow, in addition, is determined from the formula

υ1 = −∆P

4lη
υ2 +

τ i

ηi

r + ai ln r + bi,

where ∆P/l is gradient pressure; ηi is viscosity fluid; ai and bi are constant
coefficients.

The solution of given equation under boundary conditions is

υ = R, υ1 = 0; r = R2, η1
dV1

dr
= η2

dV2

dr
;

υ1 = υ2; r = 0,
dV2

dr
= 0.

For total flow

Q =
π∆PR4

1

8lη2

{
1 − 8τ2l

3∆PR1

[
(ε/ε1) + D3 (1 − ε/ε1)

] − (1 − ε)
(
1 − D4

)}
,

where ε1 = τ2/τ 1, D = R2/R1.
At ε = ε1 = 1 the equation passes to simplified Buckingham equation.
The results of investigations show that the structure of grouting mortar flow by

moving by tubes can be changed and reduces to different kind technogical compli-
cations.

We can relate sudden circulation loss, holding hydraulic hammers, change of
rheology of solutions as a result of annulus gas showings in period of ending of
cement hardening and so on [4] to the number of such reasons.

We have conducted experimental investigations on the influence of inhomogeneity
of cement solutions to their hydrodynamic characteristics.

The experiments on studying the flow of cement solutions in tubes have been
stated on specially assembled laboratory installation. The installation (Fig.1) con-
sisted of the following elements: high-pressure cylinder – 1; capacity with cement
solution –2; steel tube with length 3 and diameter 0,016 –3; differential manometer
– DM-50 – 4; adjusting cocks – 5; gas pressure regulator – 6; standard manometer
– 7; ultrathermostat – 8.

Water base gel – cement solution of density 1300 kg/m3 is used as a model of
fluid.

In the course of experiments the fluid flow in steel tube at pressure fall in
0, 06 MPa was modeled. After reaching the established flow in and readout gates
were overlapped, and pressure change in system was fixed. The experiments were
conducted at different states of solution flow. The first series of experiments was re-
alized at established flow in 0, 066 m3/ sec, the second one - at flow in 0, 084 m3/ sec.

The results of experiments are illustrated in fig.2. As it follows from the led
dependences, pressure recovery in tube is characterized by oscillations, that says
on non-stationary state of the process. At start time it was fixed the jumping of
pressure fall with wave propagation of pressure to the aside opposite to direction of
flow with its consequent restoration and with the next motion of wave to opposite
side.

Behavior of system analogous to describedabove was observed in flow process of
solution at established flow equal Q = 0, 084 m3/ sec.
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Such behavior of oil-well cement mixture, obviously, may be connected with
the presence of different phase inclusions and compounds in solution; in particular,
presence of gas phase or it is explained by significant water content mixture.

The rheological characteristics of cement solutions and strength properties of
cement stone to a considerable degree depend on proportion of oil-well mixture,
moreover, to a greater extent as was shown above, on presence of phase inclusions,
percentage of water, as well as thermobaric conditions of well. The hydrodynamic
effects arising in flow process of solutions, accompanied by increase of porosity and
permeability of cement stone can influence on quality of plugging-back of well.

So, for example, increase of water content which on one hand increases solution
mobility, decreases its strength, plastic viscosity an dynamic shift voltage, on the
other hand leads to increase of solution filtration, deterioration of sedimentation
stability, increase of porosity and permeability of stone accompanied by decrease of
its strength.

Therefore, often by increasing solution water content for decreasing its strength,
there arises the necessity of acceptance of series of special measures for achieve-
ment of optimal sedimentation stability and necessary time of thickening, as well as
capacity of hardening mixture to isolated reliably permeable beds.

Among the series of used control mode of strength and rheological properties
of cement mixture the special methods of selection of oil-well mixture, addition to
solution of special chemical reagent contributing acceleration of process of structure
formation and mudding of pores in solution and cement stone either combination of
such measures are applied.

The strength of cement stone generated from grouting mortar has a tendency of
intensive growth at initial period of hardening. Later on the intensity of growth of
strength depending on proportion of cement, temperature conditions, pressure and
other factors decreases, but the strength can increase over a long period (months
and years).

Temperature factor very influences on mechanical properties of cement stone,
namely, at low temperatures (near 303K) the strengthening process of stone contin-
ues more than a year, at temperature 333K the maximal strength is achieved in half
a year, at temperature 433K in few hours [5]. However, at high temperature the
useful decrease of maximal strength of stone (fig.3, curve 1) occurs. The methods
of decrease of negative influence of temperature on mechanical properties of stone,
in general, are based on addition to plugging material an additive of siliceous sub-
stances or blast-furnace slag [5]. Such additions lead to connection of hydroxide of
calcium escaping in process of hydrolysis of clinker minerals at high temperature,
and transform it to hydrosilicate. However, the recommendations at proportion
of oil-well mixture are not propagated on well, in which afterwards thermal effect
operations are intended.

In this connection the results of investigations on using special phase state of
carbonic acid gas called “supercritical” [6] are in the scope of our attention.

It is known that at interaction of cement stone with carbonic acid gas, the low
response of transformation of cement to limestone, lot more fast stone that hardened
grouting mortar occurs. Such reaction can proceed quite long period because of
hydration process of cement.

The strengthening may be accelerated by the saturation of cement stone by
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carbonic acid gas, however it is possible to accelerate saturation of cement stone by
carbonic acid gas if we add to CO2 the supercritical properties developed in special
thermobaric conditions – pressure P = 7, 3 MPa and temperature T = 304K.

Under supercritical conditions carbonic acid gas penetrating to material pore
interact with hydroxide of calcium and forms Lo-Wate displacing water from pore.
The strength properties of such cement stone sharply increase.

We have conducted experiments in investigation of change of strength properties
of cement stone at time under influence of temperature and at development of solid
mixture of carbonic acid gas in “supercritical” phase state. The experiments showed
that though in case of temperature influence (at T = 383K) the strengthening
process of cement stone takes smaller period as against lower temperature, however,
influence of thermal effect on dynamics of strength characteristics is such that in
time (during 15 − 20) their intensive decrease occurs.

As is shown in fig.3 (curve 2) the application as reinforcing influence of carbonic
acid gas in “supercritical” state allowed to shorten strengthening period of cement
stone at respectively low temperature (333K) along with essential conservation of
achieved strength characteristics of stone.

Thus, the obtained experimental results can say the following ones. The presence
of phase inclusions (water, gas and so on) in grouting mortar is accompanied by
nonequilibrium nonstationary processes in volume of solid mixture that can have
negative consequences at conducting the technological cementing operations of oil-
well decreasing strength characteristics of cement stone. The strengthening process
of oil stone by carbonic acid gas in “supercritical” phase state allowing sharply to
shorten period of stone hardening provided the conservation of its strength properties
of solid cement mixture.

Fig.1. Scheme of experimental installation.
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Fig.2.Pressurerecoverycharacteristics.
Fig. 3. Change of strengthening characteristics of cement stone in time.
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